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Table tennis, the sport that almost everybody has played at one time or another, has a unique
position among all other popular world sports. The evolution of table tennis at a competition level
has been dominated by changes in equipment.This fascinating story is punctuated by moments
of drama where unknown players have burst onto the international scene upsetting established
champions and setting the sport into a new direction. These pivotal changes sparked bitter
conflicts – sometimes drawn out over decades - between the authorities, players, and those with
commercial interests in creating new products.Set against the historical background, Ping! is
also a very personal story, charting the experiences of how a young boy whose humiliating
failures in other sports led to a lifetime commitment to table tennis.

From the Publisher* The only full-color dessert cookbook written by and for teenagers, with
more than 75 recipes. * Includes 120 photos showing step-by-step procedures and finished
desserts so aspiring bakers can see exactly how things are done. * Includes sidebars on kitchen
safety, shortcuts, chemistry, math, and vocabulary. * Selected Recipes: Malted Milk Ball Cookies
• Halloween Dirt Pie • Vampire Cupcakes • Peppermint Ice Cream Sandwiches • Lollipops •
White Chocolate Mousse Cake with Raspberries • Molten-Center Chocolate Cakes • Fresh
Berry Pie --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorMEGAN
CARLE and JILL CARLE are both graduate students at Arizona State University. They published
their first cookbook, TEENS COOK, while Jill was still in high school, and followed up with
TEENS COOK DESSERT and COLLEGE COOKING.MEGAN CARLE and JILL CARLE are
both graduate students at Arizona State University. They published their first cookbook, TEENS
COOK, while Jill was still in high school, and followed up with TEENS COOK DESSERT and
COLLEGE COOKING. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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edition 2022grahamf49@gmail.com+44 (0)777 150 69509798657596083This book is dedicated
to the unsung heroes of table tennis. The few I have mentioned in this book are some that I have
been lucky enough to meet. Hundreds more, who have freely given their time and energies to
support table tennis, exist all round the world.INTRODUCTIONI have focused my research on
the key changes that occurred in table tennis while it flourished as an international sport, from
around the middle of the twentieth century. There have been various excellent books covering
the earlier history of table tennis, and I did not wish to cover the same ground in depth. The
dramatic arrival of the first world champion from Japan and the subsequent developments in
table tennis make a fascinating story.Another consequence of concentrating on the evolution of
the sport is that you will not find a comprehensive list of champions. Those who are mentioned
here earned their place because they played some part in how the sport changed during its
history. As with the early history of table tennis, biographies of the star players not mentioned
here can readily be found elsewhere.The scope of my research was broad, but there is a bias
towards England, which is where I have played and coached. One of the key themes is tracing
the story of how table tennis lost its way in England. While my own achievements in the sport
were unremarkable, I believe that the interpolations reflecting some of my own experiences as a
player and coach help to illustrate the history. There are a surprising number of parallels
between my personal story and the wider world of table tennis, and I hope you will find that
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was all down to a birthday gift from a beautiful Italian girl called Paula. At the age of 10 I was no
great judge of beauty and my subsequent gratitude for her gift may have exaggerated my
memory of her physical attractiveness. I examined my table tennis set without excitement, more
mild curiosity. I had seen tennis played, but not on a table. Paula never got to know what a
momentous contribution she had made to my future. She was living in our house as an “au pair”
and sadly left before she had a chance to introduce me to my newly discovered sport. She
disappeared from our lives and I never even got to know if she played. Paula’s departure
happened rather suddenly, when my parents discovered she had undertaken another
educational project. While they were out one Saturday evening, she took it upon herself to
introduce me to smoking.I never had a chance to thank Paula properly. Only after several years
did I realise I had two reasons to be grateful. Her smoking lesson had failed completely. She
must have given up on the inhaling bit, so I never got hooked.Age 9, more bookish than
sportyBefore table tennis arrived on the scene, my sporting experiences had been grim. My
parents played social badminton, but the small halls where they played had only one court, and
there was no chance for a small boy to get involved. Perhaps my parents assumed that primary
school would give me a satisfying introduction to sport. If so, they were wrong. Even before the
age of 10, I had begun to form a clear image of myself as a sporting failure. My report card in
Year 3 really set the scene with faint praise: “fairly good – greater effort needed”. Mr Butcher, the
PE teacher, was more direct and succinct when my attempt to catch a cricket ball resulted in a
dislocated finger. He awarded me the name “Fanny Frankel” and took great pleasure in using my
new name from then on.I was truly a sporting wimp. Cricket was just one of a string of failures. In
football, I understood the basic point of the game but wasn’t keen on how the players seemed to
spend more energy trying to kick their opponents rather than the ball. I had some appreciation of
the skills involved, but my attempts resulted in more humiliation. I never played football at home
but would occasionally watch it on our black and white TV. I noticed something interesting. The
play didn’t always move forwards – sometimes a player would pass the ball backwards. I didn’t
know why they did this, but it looked cool. I remembered the tactic and decided to give it a go at
school. I was never selected for a team, but we occasionally played matches during PE lessons.
Eventually, I got my chance. The ball arrived at my feet. I had space around me, and wasn’t
being threatened by one of the opponents, but I looked behind and saw one of the better players
in our team. I passed the ball to him, not very accurately. Immediately the rest of our team,
egged on by Mr Butcher, hurled abuse at my fluffed and unnecessary back pass. My football



career was doomed.Athletics was another problem. In my earlier childhood I believed I had
some ability in running. This theory was based on my consistent success in races with our pet
tortoise. We called him “Slowcoach” – Mr Butcher would have been impressed with the insulting
name.Age 5, with my athletics rivalAt school there was not a tortoise in sight, and the
competition was much stiffer. Our form teacher in Year 3 told the class that we were all expected
to take part in the annual sports day. When my turn came to choose a race, I had absolutely no
idea what to say. My earlier success in races with Slowcoach was not going to help me. “OK let’s
put you in the sack race then,” the teacher said. That was the start of my athletic career,
representing South – our four houses were given highly original names. During my first three
years at primary school, I was at least consistent, finishing second from last in every
race.Needless to say, there was not a lot of support or encouragement from Mr Butcher. After
three successive failures, I arrived in Year 6, and had one final chance to secure glory for my
house, and a sack race medal. A friend gave me some advice. He said I needed to increase my
energy level just before the race. In 1961, performance-enhancing drugs were not available, but
energy tablets were, and I bought and consumed several packets of Dextrosol on my way to the
school sports event. The glucose failed, and I finished second from last again.Soon it would be
time to change schools. During that final year of primary school, there was no prospect that Mr
Butcher would change his mind about my prospects as a sportsman, and I didn’t really care. The
move to secondary school occupied my thoughts much more than reflecting on my sporting
failures at primary school. As far as sport was concerned, I had no inkling of the terrors awaiting
me at my new school. But Paula’s gift gave me a glimmer of hope. What was this table tennis,
how and where could I play? I was intrigued to find out more.2  PUTNEY, ENGLAND
1902Atropos, the first patented pimpled rubber Photo: Table Tennis Collector, ITTFAt around
the turn of the twentieth century table tennis was undergoing a remarkable explosion in
popularity, transforming itself from a parlour game to a sport. During the last years of the
nineteenth century, it was still in its infancy. The rules were not yet standardised, and nor were
the rackets. Some of the first rackets were miniature versions of their tennis cousins – using gut
strings and having much longer handles. Other materials had appeared: vellum, cork, plain
wood, sandpaper and leather were all tried during those early years.A selection of Victorian
rackets  Photos: Graham TrimmingMr EC Goode was a keen participant in the new sporting
craze. In 1902, he looked in at his local chemist shop in Putney. He was unaware that this visit
would change the future of table tennis and play a part in helping table tennis outstrip all other
leisure interests in popular appeal.After Mr Goode had paid for his purchase, the shopkeeper
returned his change in a tray on the counter. Inside the tray was a rubber mat, enabling easy
collection of the coins. After picking up his change he looked long and hard at the rubber mat. A
brainwave was happening. He had the idea that the pimpled rubber surface, when fixed to his
table tennis racket, could impart spin. Before long, Mr Goode went on to become English
champion, and his invention set the standard for rackets for the next 50 years.Although Mr
Goode undoubtedly played a part in popularising pimpled rubber, it had actually been invented



before his visit to the chemist shop. A patent was applied for in 1901 by Frank Bryan, a London-
based sporting goods manufacturer.Pimpled rubber racket c.1905 Photo: Keith ShepherdThe
use of rubber as a racket covering was even earlier. Shortly before the end of the nineteenth
century Percy Bromfield, a 14-year-old London schoolboy, became besotted with table tennis
along with a group of friends. At school, they had placed some boards over a ¾-sized billiard
table. At first, they played with hairbrushes and later bought vellum bats. After leaving school the
following year, he began practising seriously, using mahogany bats. He would play for hours
every week, mainly with his older brother. The rivalry with his brother was heightened when they
began playing for a halfpenny per game. The matches had not gone well for Percy, but one day
he noticed an old rubber football bladder and tried sticking a piece of this rubber to his bat. Very
soon he discovered that he could execute topspin drives with control.Percy Bromfield went on to
become English champion in 1904 and again in 1924. He is also credited with inventing the
backhand flick, which was later adopted by Victor Barna, five-times world champion.Percy
Bromfield (4th from the left)  Photo: Table Tennis EnglandTable tennis came close to dying in
its infancy. Following the rapid growth in popularity during the 1890s, interest in the sport in
England seems to have evaporated rather suddenly in 1904. There were various theories about
why this happened. One possibility was that two separate organisations had grown up with
different rules. There were attempts to merge the Table Tennis Association and the Ping Pong
Association, but the negotiations dragged on and only a few clubs remained in England during
the period up to 1922. It is likely that some table tennis also continued in other European
countries, but nothing was organised on an international basis until the early 1920s, largely due
to the influence of the Hon. Ivor Montagu while he was an undergraduate at Cambridge
University. Montagu became chairman of the revived Table Tennis Association in 1922 and set
about making links with similar organisations in Europe.[1]1926 was a pivotal year for the sport.
Following a suggestion from the German Table Tennis Association, the leading European
countries, along with India, agreed to establish the International Table Tennis Federation (ITTF)
and standardise the rules. The meeting that formally established the ITTF was held in central
London, immediately after the first world championships were held. The tournament was
originally intended as the first European championships, but a late decision was made to allow
entries from a group of players from India, who were temporarily staying in London. The status of
the tournament was rapidly upgraded and the future course of table tennis was
established.Advertisement for the first world championship, 1926 Photo: ITTFDuring the 1930s,
while table tennis continued to increase in popularity, there was another threat. It was a chronic
problem at the very heart of the sport, and it had also been a possible reason why table tennis
came close to vanishing in 1904. The issue was the dominance of defensive play. Crisis point
was reached in 1936, at the world championships in Prague. Poland and Rumania were drawn
to play in the team event. The first point of the match took more than two hours. Defensive play
only became a problem (known as “chiselling”) when both players in a match relied on defence.
The chiselling crisis was resolved in the following year, when the height of the net was reduced



by 0.75 inches (1.9 cm) and a time limit of 20 minutes introduced for each game. Another
significant change adopted in 1937 was the abolition of “finger spinning” in the serving action.
The finger-spun serve was an American invention. The player would spin the ball, using fingers,
onto the racket as the service was delivered.
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Larry Hodges, “Nice Table Tennis Ride!. I started reading "Ping! A Personal Perspective on Table
Tennis" around midnight, and ended up reading it cover-to-cover that night. The book has an
interesting format. It alternates between Graham's autobiographical table tennis history in
England (as a player, organizer, and finally as a coach who focuses on multiball training), and
the history of technical changes in table tennis. Both were equally fascinating.The chapters on
technical changes focused on equipment, and included the coming of sponge (1952 and
before); the seven-year war on whether to ban sponge (1952-59); the compromise reached in
1959 and the new sandwich rackets; the loop, made possible by grippy inverted surfaces;
antispin/antiloop surfaces; long pips; racket twiddling and the two-color rule; gluing; and the
changes to the ball (from 38mm to 40mm and switching from celluloid to plastic). Strongly
recommended!”

Gordon Bassett, “Great book for Ping pong enthusiasts.. A well written book with a great mixture
of ping pong information well researched and personal experiences.A lot of data about the
history of table tennis that I didn’t know.”

Garryhudson, “A compelling read. Ping! by Graham Frankel is a compelling read. Not only does
the author succeed in producing a fascinating, authoritative, well researched history of table
tennis globally, he also engages the reader vicariously on his personal journey of his love for the
sport. The structure of the book shows emphatically how Graham’s passion for table tennis from
a young player lacking in confidence to a highly regarded coach and mentor is inextricably linked
to developments in table tennis locally, nationally and internationally. The book is a must-read for
players - I, too, can remember as a ten year old using the kitchen table to practise! - and a must-
read for administrators of the game - but its appeal goes far beyond a specialist interest. Similar
to ‘Bounce’ by Matthew Syed, ‘Ping!’ by Graham Frankel has an appeal for anyone interested in
following the journey of an author who has truly ‘made a difference’ . Once I started reading
‘Ping!’ I could not put it down - a ray of light in the dark days of corona lockdown! Thank you!
Garry Hudson July 2020Sent from my iPhone”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great read. This is a must for anybody interested in table tennis. I like the
way in which it combines the author's own story with some of the key moments in the history of
the sport - the book works well on both levels. You find out about how table tennis has developed
and also about the author's own experience of table tennis. It also has some good illustrations. If
you like table tennis, I'd really recommend this book, its a great read”

MRG, “Great for a non player.. I am not a regular Ping Pong player but found this an easy read
with personal insights interspersed with a lot of factual matter. I didn't realise there was so much
history and some of it quite controversial.”



LJJ, “Interesting personal perspective. Fascinating and meticulously researched account of the
history of table tennis and in particular the reasons why the sport has not developed in the UK
the way it has in Europe and Asia, told in parallel with Graham’s personal history as a player and
more recently as a coach. As someone who knows nothing about table tennis, I found the
various disputes about equipment, especially the different coverings for the bat, quite
enthralling.”

c., “Very interesting account of the history of table tennis and a life in table tennis.. I enjoyed this
book. Thanks to the author.”

The book by Graham Frankel has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 16 people have provided feedback.
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